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Constitutional Environmental
Rights Worldwide
James R. May and Erin Daly

Practice Tip: This chapter addresses the worldwide phenomenon of constitutional environmental rights. Roughly five dozen
countries have constitutional provisions that form individualized rights to a healthy, adequate, or quality environment. Domestic courts and international tribunals are enforcing constitutionally enshrined environmental rights with growing
frequency by recognizing basic human rights to clean water,
clean air, and environmental opportunity. This chapter explains
how courts worldwide have viewed constitutionally enshrined
environmental rights and why these rights have faced such resistance by the bench and bar. It concludes by summarizing features that influence litigation strategies for practitioners.

From Principles of Constitutional Environmental Law (James R. May ed. 2011), available for purchase at http://
www.ababooks.org. Copyright © 2011 by the American Bar Association. All rights reserved. This information or
any or portion thereof may not be copied or disseminated in any form or by any means or stored in an electronic
database or retrieval system without the express written consent of the American Bar Association.
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PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Environmental rights cases are inherently complex for many reasons, some of
which apply to other rights as well. First, constitutional texts may protect the
environment in ways that are implicit or explicit, substantive or procedural,
judicially enforceable or not. Second, even once identified, the scope of the
environmental interest is ill defined because, unlike specific interests like
housing or medical care, the environment may encompass everything, and almost everything that happens in society can implicate the environment.
Third, unlike more familiar civil and political rights or even socioeconomic
rights, environmental rights can inure to aggrieved individuals or communities small and large, to nature itself, and to future generations. On the defense
side, responsibility may be directly attributable to government action or private entities, or widely dispersed among societal sectors. Fourth, vindication
of environmental rights poses difficult questions about remedies and enforcement: Money damages will seldom be sufficient to correct water pollution, land toxification, or deforestation, but how can courts fashion and enforce remedies that call for broad changes in government policy, particularly
where environmentally sustainable policies are likely to be more costly? Underlying all these cases are questions about the proper role of the courts in
constitutional democracies: Should courts intervene to correct generalized
grievances? Should they be able to force governments to adhere to environmentally sensitive policies? And how can courts enforce their orders, particularly if the issues presented are as polycentric and globally complex as sustainability and climate change?
The first section in this chapter explains the worldwide emergence of
constitutionally entrenched rights to a quality environment. As explained,
about five dozen countries now have adopted constitutional provisions that
purport to guarantee some sort of individualized rights to a healthy, adequate, or quality environment.1 The second section chronicles judicial receptivity to these provisions and observes that courts have either approached
them as independent, dependent, derivative, or dormant. The common denominator is that domestic courts are engaging constitutionally embedded
environmental rights with growing frequency,2 mirroring to some extent
greater recognition of basic human rights to water, air, and resources.3 Next
we examine institutional and structural factors, conceptual disjunctions, and
pragmatic considerations that help to explain the range of judicial receptivity
to constitutionally entrenched environmental rights. And finally, the last section suggests modalities for successful litigation of constitutionally enshrined
environmental rights.
Despite the surprisingly few judicial decisions implementing constitutional environmental rights provisions,4 the trend is positive and powerful.5
Courts worldwide have not embraced environmental rights as enthusiasti-
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cally as we would have expected, but they have made noticeable and steady
progress, and the momentum is only likely to increase as courts become more
comfortable with environmental rights protection and as environmental pressures grow. Moreover, the fact that environmental rights are being asserted
and considered in all regions of the world amplifies the attention that they receive in public discourse. And this can also meaningfully contribute to the
success of future environmental claims.
We conclude that no single reason can account for the relative dearth of
cases that involve these provisions. In any given country, the reasons may be
structural, institutional, political, practical, or a combination of all of these.
Conversely, judicial receptivity to these types of constitutional claims also belies predictable patterns.

How Environmental Rights Are Protected in Constitutions
Nations from around the globe have constitutionally entrenched environmental rights.6 The list touches every region: Africa, the Middle East, Western
Europe, the former Soviet bloc, Latin America, and Oceania.7 The list is also
legally and culturally diverse, including countries with civil, common law,
Islamic, Native American, and other traditions.8
Domestic constitutions tend to reflect environmental norms in one of four
ways:9 (1) as a policy directive, (2) as a procedural right or duty, (3) as an explicit substantive right, or (4) as an implicit substantive right derived from another enumerated right, such as a “right to life.”10
Approximately 130 countries have constitutional provisions that reflect
policy directives and/or procedural rights.11 Policy directives are intended to
influence governmental decision making, but are generally not directly judicially enforceable.12 They may appear in constitutions in a preamble or in a
section designated as “general provisions,” or “directive principles.” These include Afghanistan, Algeria, Cameroon, Comoros, India, Norway, and the Philippines. Recent examples include provisions from the constitutions of Uruguay
in 2004 (“[t]he protection of the environment is of common interest”)13 and
Qatar in 2006 (“[t]he State endeavors to protect the environment and its natural balance, to achieve comprehensive and sustainable development for all
generations”).14 While constitutional policy directives are not directly judicially enforceable, they can still wield tremendous influence over legislative
policy and judicial interpretation, particularly when courts read them in conjunction with substantive rights—as happened, for example, in the case of
Greece’s famed Acheloos River, which was saved from being dammed beyond
recognition by judicial interpretation of a policy directive.15
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Environmental procedural rights normally involve requirements for environmental assessment, access to information, rights to petition or participate, and rights to be consulted. The most recent examples of countries to
have constituted procedural environmental rights include Bolivia in 2009,16
Kosovo in 2008,17 and Thailand in 2004.18 While procedural rights can be enforceable, like policy directives they do not impart a substantive right to a
quality environment.
About 60 nations have included or added constitutional provisions that
expressly recognize a substantive right to a quality environment.19 The more
recent of these include Kenya, which in 2010 amended its constitution to provide that “[e]very person has the right to a clean and healthy environment”20;
the Dominican Republic, also in 2010 (“Mineral and hydrocarbon deposits and
non-renewable natural resources can only be exploited . . . on the basis of environmental sustainability”)21; Ecuador, in 2007 (“[r]ight to live in an environment that is healthy and ecologically balanced”)22; France, in 2004 (“[e]veryone has the right to live in a balanced and health-friendly environment”)23;
Afghanistan, also in 2004 (right to “prosperous life and sound living environment for all inhabitants of this land”)24; Rwanda, in 2003 (right of “every
citizen . . . to a healthy and satisfying environment”)25; and South Africa, in
1996 (“everyone has the right to an environment that is not harmful to their
health or well-being”).26
Many constitutions protect environmental rights as substantive and selfexecuting, akin to other basic civil or political rights.27 The right is described
as an express “right,” or as a “major,” “human,” “fundamental,” “basic,” or
“guaranteed” right in the constitutions of Albania, Angola, Argentina, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Benin, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Chad, Chechnya,
Congo, Croatia, East Timor, Ecuador, El Salvador, Estonia, Ethiopia, France,
Georgia, Guatemala, Honduras, Hungary, Kyrgyzstan, Mali, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro, Niger, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, South
Africa, Sudan, Togo, Ukraine, Venezuela, and the island nations of Cape Verde
and Seychelles, among others.28
Other nations treat environmental rights in a constitutional manner that
appears self-executing and substantive, though as secondary “socioeconomic” nonpolitical rights like the right to food, shelter, or education. These
countries include Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Macedonia, Mozambique,
Nicaragua, Paraguay, Poland, Portugal, São Tomé and Príncipe, South Korea,
Spain, and Turkey.
Last, even when the constitutions do not expressly protect the environment or do not expressly allow for judicial enforcement, courts have recognized such rights. Courts in southern Asia—especially in India, as well as
Bangladesh, Nepal, and Pakistan—have led the way in inferring environmental rights from some other constitutionally entrenched right, most commonly
a right to life.29
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Judicial Receptivity to Constitutionally Embedded
Environmental Rights
Despite the prevalence of constitutionally entrenched fundamental environmental rights, relatively few courts have actually engaged the provisions.
Those that have engaged have done so in remarkably varied ways. For example, courts that have enforced constitutional environmental rights provisions
have transformed a notion writ large—environmental human rights—into a
multitude of national narratives, sometimes about significant and distinctive
features of the natural environment, including—as discussed below—the last
stands of ancient forests in the Philippines, the last cold-climate forests in
Patagonia, the Ganges River in India, the Acheloos River in Greece, the celebrated woodlands of Hungary, and water supplies in Africa.
At the most generic conceptual level, one might say that courts have
treated fundamental environmental rights as either being independent, dependent, derivative, or dormant.

Independent Environmental Rights
Courts in Latin America have led the way in giving force to constitutional environmental rights provisions identified above as being presumptively self-executing, particularly in Chile. For example, in the 1988 case of Pedro Flores v.
Corporación del Cobre, Codelco, the Supreme Court of Chile vindicated a constitutional environmental right “to live in an environment free from contamination,”30 in a lawsuit that aimed to stop the deposit of copper mill tailings
onto Chilean beaches.31 Likewise, in Comunidad de Chañaral v. Codeco, the
court upheld the right of a farmer to bring a constitutional right-to-life claim
to enjoin the drainage of Lake Chungarà.32 And in the extraordinary Trillium
decision of 1997, the Supreme Court of Chile held that the Chilean government’s approval of the Rio Condor Project, the U.S.-based Trillium Corporation’s $350 million project to log 270,000 hectares of pristine forests in Tierra
del Fuego at the southern tip of South America, violated that country’s constitutional “right to live in an environment free from contamination.”33 The
court said that this provision required “the maintenance of the original conditions of natural resources” designed to keep “human intervention to a minimum.”34 Other Latin American countries that have enforced constitutional
environmental rights include Argentina, Costa Rica, and Ecuador.
Courts elsewhere in the world have also aimed to implement newly
minted constitutional environmental rights provisions.35 For example, in the
Eurogold case, the Turkish government had agreed to allow the giant French
mining conglomerate to use cyanide heap-leaching to mine gold and other
metals from a centuries-old olive growing region in Turkey.36 Olive farmers
brought a suit claiming that the government’s license contravened Turkey’s
new constitutional environmental right “to live in a healthy, balanced envi-
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ronment.”37 Turkey’s highest administrative court agreed, stopping the olive
tree removal operation in its tracks.38
Some courts, however, have declined to enforce constitutional provisions
that might have been construed as providing independent environmental
rights.39 For example, Spain’s constitutional “right to enjoy an environment
suitable for the development of the person”40 has been held to fall outside the
actionable private “rights” the constitution otherwise guarantees.41 Only an
“ombudsman” may enforce Namibia’s environmental rights provision,42 and
citizens of Cameroon may not pursue environmental rights before the country’s Constitutional Court.43 In these countries, standing and other jurisprudential doctrines intermingle with the courts’ interpretations of the environmental rights provisions with the result that the provisions are virtually read
out of the constitutions.

Dependent Environmental Rights
Dependent environmental rights are those that, while typically expressed as a
“directive principle” or the like, are nonetheless enforceable when coupled
with an independently enforceable constitutional right, usually a right to life.
The Supreme Court of the Philippines is the forerunner in enforcing dependent environmental rights. The celebrated case of Minors Oposa v. Factoran was
brought to “ ‘prevent the misappropriation or impairment’ of Philippine rainforests.”44 The Philippine Constitution provides that “[t]he State shall protect
and advance the right of the people to a balanced and healthful ecology in accord with the rhythm and harmony of nature.”45 In reversing the trial court,
the Supreme Court upheld Oposa’s constitutional claim, and also found that
the plaintiffs had standing to represent themselves, their children, and posterity.46 In a sweeping pronouncement, the court determined that rights to a
quality environment, when coupled with the Philippine Constitution’s right-tolife provision,
need not even be written in the constitution for they are assumed to
exist from the inception of humankind. If they are now explicitly mentioned in the fundamental charter it is because of the well-founded
fear of its framers that unless the rights to a balanced and healthful
ecology and to health are mandated as State policies by the constitution itself, thereby highlighting their continuing importance and
imposing upon the State a solemn obligation to preserve the first and
protect and advance the second, the day would not be too far when
all else would be lost not only for the present generation, but also for
those to come—generations which stand to inherit nothing but
parched earth incapable of sustaining life.47
More recently, in Metropolitan Manila Development Authority v. Concerned
Residents of Manila Bay, the same court upheld a request for multifaceted in-
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junctive relief to prevent massive pollution discharges from choking Manila
Bay, and to clean and protect it for the benefit of future generations.48 In upholding the lower court’s injunction, the court once again recognized the
“obligation to future generations of Filipinos to keep the waters of the Manila
Bay clean and clear as humanly possible,” even assuming “the absence of a
categorical legal provision specifically prodding petitioners to clean up the
bay.” The court wrote that anything less “would be a betrayal of the trust reposed in” those responsible.49 These two cases serve as important models for
other courts construing policy directives that purport to recognize a fundamental right to a healthy environment.

Derivative Environmental Rights
Derivative environmental rights are those that, while having no textual expression, are found to reside in another independent constitutional right, such as a
“right to health.” Where environmental rights provisions are not per se judicially enforceable, courts have read environmental values into rights that are
judicially enforceable, and the right to life, being one of the broadest, is often
chosen to harbor environmental rights. Courts in southern Asia have led the
way in enforcing environmental rights as deriving from some other constitutionally entrenched right.50 Most notably, the highest courts in India,51 Pakistan,52 Bangladesh, and Nepal have each read a constitutional right to life in
tandem with directive principles aimed at promoting environmental policy to
embody substantive environmental rights.53 The Supreme Court of India was
one of the first to find that a “right to life”54 embeds a right to a quality environment.55 For example, in Subhash Kumar v. State of Bihar, the plaintiffs
brought an action to stop tanneries from discharging into the Ganges River.56
While the court dismissed the action for lack of standing, it observed that the
“[r]ight to life is a fundamental right under Article 21 of the Constitution and it
includes the right of enjoyment of pollution-free water and air for full enjoyment of life.”57 Subsequently in M. C. Mehta v. Union of India, the court ordered
the tanneries to shut down unless effluent was first subjected to pretreatment
processes approved by the governing environmental agency: “Closure of tanneries may bring unemployment [and] loss of revenue, but life, health and ecology have greater importance to the people.”58 Courts in Bangladesh, Colombia,
Hong Kong, Nepal, and Pakistan have also found environmental rights to be
embedded within those nations’ constitutional right to life.59
On the other hand, national courts elsewhere have generally declined to
infer that other rights, such as those to life or dignity, include a substantive
right to a quality environment. In the United States, the Supreme Court has
never addressed the issue directly and is not likely to do so any time soon.60
However, every U.S. court that has addressed the issue has rejected the position that constitutional rights to “liberty” or “life” provide an implied or
penumbral right to a clean environment.61 Some nations, like the Netherlands,
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have declined to infer substantive environmental rights even from constitutional provisions that impel the adoption of environmentally sound governmental policies.62

Dormant Environmental Rights
Dormant rights are those that have yet to be tested judicially or have not been
established constitutionally. Some provisions that purport to provide a substantive right to a quality environment have yet to produce much, if any, substantive relief. For example, while South Africa’s post-apartheid constitution
guarantees a fundamental right to a clean environment, functionally open
standing, and access to a constitutional court, that court has not employed
the provision to provide injunctive relief or damages. Brazil’s constitution,
with its aim to protect the Amazon rain forest,63 has among the most detailed
environmental provisions of all national constitutions.64 Yet, it is doubtful that
its promise that everyone has “the right to an ecologically balanced environment, which is a public good for the people’s use and is essential for a healthy
life”65 will be enforceable.66
Many countries have declined to entrench constitutional environmental
rights. These include Austria, Germany, the United States (where all efforts to
amend the U.S. Constitution to provide a substantive right to a clean environment have so far failed), and countries in the Caribbean. Nonetheless, the constitutions of political subdivisions in some of these countries expressly provide a substantive right to a quality environment, including, as discussed in
chapter 12, several in the United States.
Although growing, the body of judicial opinions applying constitutionally
entrenched environmental rights is still quite limited given the prevalence of
such provisions globally. The next section examines the institutional and
practical obstacles to vindicating constitutionally entrenched environmental
rights.

Adjudicating Fundamental Environmental Rights
The overview of constitutions and cases described in the previous section
suggests some of the problems practitioners face when seeking to enforce
constitutional environmental rights. Adjudicating constitutionally entrenched
environmental rights raises certain unavoidable conceptual conundrums,
pragmatic considerations, and remedial challenges, some of which are prevalent in other areas of constitutional adjudication but are more pronounced
with environmental rights.
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Conceptual Conundrums
Many of the problems posed by enforcing environmental rights flow from the
lack of certainty about what the “environment” actually entails and how a
meaningful conception of the environment can be incorporated into the
structure of constitutional adjudication. First is a question of scope: Does the
“environment” include everything from air pollution to access to potable
water to the effects of climate change? If courts entertain suits on all these
topics, what is excluded?
The Chilean Supreme Court has recognized that
the environment, environmental heritage and preservation of nature,
of which the Constitution speaks and which it secures and protects,
is everything which naturally surrounds us and that permits the development of life, and it refers to the atmosphere as it does to the
land and its waters, to the flora and fauna, all of which comprise nature, with its ecological systems of balance between organisms and
the environment in which they live.67
With this broad conception of the environment in mind, it is easy to see why
admitting, or rather denying, particular claims would be difficult. As the
Philippine Supreme Court famously said in Minors Oposa v. Factoran:
It is in fact very difficult to fashion language more comprehensive in
scope and generalized in character than a right to “a balanced and
healthful ecology.” The list of particular claims which can be subsumed under this rubric appears to be entirely open ended: prevention and control of emission of toxic fumes and smoke from factories
and motor vehicles; of discharge of oil, chemical effluents, garbage
and raw sewage into rivers, inland and coastal waters by vessels, oil
rigs, factories, mines and whole communities; of dumping of organic
and inorganic wastes on open land, streets and thoroughfares; failure
to rehabilitate land after strip-mining or open-pit mining; kaingin or
slash-and-burn farming; destruction of fisheries, coral reefs and
other living sea resources through the use of dynamite or cyanide
and other chemicals; contamination of ground water resources; loss
of certain species of fauna and flora; and so on.68
Indeed, by definition, the environment is everything around us. The problem exists, in different guises, whether the rights are thought of as independent, dependent, or derivative of other rights.
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The large and amorphous boundaries of the right to a quality environment can diminish judicial receptivity to enforcing such a claim. To some, the
amorphousness of the definitional issues suggests that legislative bodies
rather than courts should decide whether to recognize environmental rights.
But as long as environmental rights are constitutionally guaranteed, they
should be judicially protected.
So the next question is what is the “right” to which people are entitled?
Does the right inure only to the benefit of humans (as is the case with every
other constitutional right), or should it include ecocentric interests such as
biodiversity? The Indian Constitution engages this question starkly: Under a
directive principle of state policy, the state must “endeavour to protect and
improve the environment and to safeguard the forests and wild life of the
country.”69 This seems to be as much for the benefit of the citizens as for the
wildlife and even the forests themselves. Some observe that traditional liberal
constitutional theory supports a strictly anthropogenic approach.70 Others
argue that environmental rights ought to be stretched to include nonhuman
harms and biodiversity.71
But if vindicating fundamental environmental rights does not require a
showing of harm to humans, it is hard to square with the concept of a constitutional right. What triggers the right? Is it violated when the environment is
harmed by pollution or clear cutting? This is not only a question of standing
and timing, but of the nature of the right and the purpose of judicial intervention into the policy making authority of the state. Does the right—and the
obligation of judicial intervention—exist whenever a governmental policy
throws out of balance the “rhythm and harmony” of nature?
Or perhaps the violation occurs, as would be the case with other constitutional rights, when the defendant’s actions caused a cognizable harm to a
defined cohort of individuals who are the intended beneficiaries of the constitutional right. Perhaps when the pollution is shown to cause birth defects,
or when the clear-cutting of forests impairs a group’s ability to hunt, which
threatens their livelihood and their way of life. Any of these interpretations is
possible under most constitutional provisions, but they obviously involve
dramatically different types of inquiries and present very different types of
controversies.
The answers to these questions have significant consequences for litigation. It does not require significant litigation resources to prove that a company is dumping toxic waste into a river, but it is very difficult to prove that
such dumping did or will increase the incidence of cancer in the local community or in a particular person. This problem is magnified with the growing
number of claims relating to climate change, of which there is abundant evidence, but the evidence tying it to specific harms suffered by specific humans
within a specific nation is much more tenuous. And unfortunately, neither the
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constitutional texts nor the drafting history in most countries illuminates the
purpose of embedding environmental rights.
In addition to these problems of breadth, fundamental environmental
rights also raise problems of depth: How much degradation is permissible before a violation is said to occur? What is the benchmark from which no more
pollution is permissible? This, in part, may be the adjectival problem: What is
the level of entitlement that the right guarantees? Is the right to have an environment that is “quality,” “healthful,” “clean,” “adequate,” or something else?
The simplicity of the questions belies the complexity of the answers. It is,
at root, a difficult, polycentric policy-based cost-benefit problem: At what cost
do we protect the environment? And what constitutes degradation? Environmental litigation may often invert the normal expectations relating to the
roles of public and private parties. Whereas traditional constitutional rights
litigation pits the private individual against the public authority, environmental litigation often pits members of the public against a private entity. Moreover, in many of these cases, private individuals are asserting public rights,
whereas the government is facilitating private gain.72
But how can a court, with limited political authority and negligible enforcement power, actually determine the contours of the right “to live in an environment free of pollution”73 and enforce that judgment against public and
private actors who have different views?74 Although courts of other nations
do not typically expressly invoke the U.S. political question doctrine (discussed in chapter 9), their reluctance to engage with fundamental environmental rights may be attributable to the same concerns. That is, institutional
bodies with frail historical legitimacy, with neither police power nor economic
muscle to buttress their orders, are reluctant to try to force coordinate
branches to make radical policy changes.
These problems reveal a potentially fundamental disjunction between the
aspirations embodied in constitutional protection for the environment and
the practical world of constitutional litigation. Typically, constitutional adjudication is defined by a particular harm that has occurred or is imminent and
will injure a particular individual or discrete group. Violations of environmental policy, by contrast, may cause harm now or in the future to an individual,
a discrete group, a culture, or all of humanity, born or not yet born. Thus,
what starts out as a constitutional right built on high principles is often
molded by the hands of courts into a distinctly pragmatic evaluation involving questions of standing, timing, and the availability of remedies.

Pragmatic Considerations
Who Can Sue?
Before a court reaches the merits of a constitutional claim, it will often consider the preliminary question of standing: whether the party who brought
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the suit has the right to invoke the court’s jurisdiction. Most constitutional
traditions have a standing doctrine, although they vary widely from country
to country. Some constitutional cultures limit who can sue to certain members of the government or to an ombudsperson, while others encourage any
aggrieved person to seek judicial protection. But because standing is usually
determined at the outset, a case may get dismissed when the plaintiff is found
to lack standing. For instance, the Bangladesh Supreme Court dismissed a
case in which the plaintiff, who had challenged a flood control plan, was found
not to have standing to represent others.75
Standing (discussed in chapter 8) is a critical question in environmental
constitutional litigation for a number of reasons. Some environmental litigation may raise abstract claims based on aesthetics or the health of a particular animal population that do not directly affect most people. Such litigation
may be brought by environmental groups that have to show their commitment to environmental protection to establish standing. However, most constitutional environmental rights are asserted by individuals or groups who are
directly affected by the challenged environmental degradation. In some cases,
the plaintiffs not only enjoy the aesthetic value of the environment, but depend on it for their subsistence. These claims are based on the environment
as it provides access to basic needs like water, arable land, food, shelter, and
to the essentials to sustain a certain quality of life, including individual dignity, a cohesive community, and life itself.76 In other cases, plaintiffs are palpably harmed when the environment becomes toxic.
Some constitutional courts have explicitly lowered standing requirements to permit suits to vindicate fundamental environmental rights. The Indian Supreme Court, for example, has explained that “[a] petition under Article 32 for the prevention of pollution [is] maintainable at the instance of
affected persons or even by a group of social workers or journalists.”77
In addition to the normal standing questions that attend most constitutional litigation, environmental litigation also raises difficult questions of intergenerational standing—the right of an individual to sue on behalf of future
generations—because of the long-term effects of the behavior that is being
challenged. In Minors Oposa, as noted above, the Philippine Supreme Court
recognized intergenerational standing, although on the basis of preexisting
norms as much as constitutional rights. The court said that “even before the
ratification of the 1987 Constitution, specific statutes already paid special attention to the ‘environmental right’ of the present and future generations.” Citing two policies that articulate a goal of “fulfil[ling] the social, economic and
other requirements of present and future generations of Filipinos,” the court
said these two statutes speak “of the responsibilities of each generation as
trustee and guardian of the environment for succeeding generations.”78
The problem of international standing may be even more challenging
than the problem of intergenerational standing. While some environmental
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violations are felt locally, the consequences of others do not stop at national
boundaries that limit the jurisdictions of constitutions and constitutional
courts. This concern is particularly salient with challenges based on climate
change, whose effects are felt not only across time but across space as well,
and it is particularly true where, as noted above, the harm is felt primarily not
only to individuals, but also to other species of flora and fauna and essentially
to the environment itself.
The question of standing is intricately linked to the question of whether
the plaintiff has suffered or will imminently suffer a cognizable injury or harm.
Lowering the threshold for standing recognizes broader types of harms. When
a plaintiff’s health is impaired by reason of the defendant’s environmental
degradation, standing is clear. But a court may be less likely to find standing
when the claimed injury is that the rivers and forests are no longer as pristine
as they once were, or that once-potable water has become contaminated, or
that thousands of acres of arable land have become desert. The mere fact of
a violation may be sufficient in some courts,79 but other courts might require
evidence to prove that the violation caused a particular injury to the particular plaintiff. Questions concerning the proper defendant, and the problem of
causation, are discussed in more detail below.

Who Can Be Sued?
In the simplest cases, defendants are state actors who have violated their obligations to comply with constitutional mandates. In most situations, it does
not matter whether the government was acting as sovereign/regulator, as licensor,80 or as a “market participant”81 because, in any event, it is obligated to
comport with constitutional norms.82 In federal systems, the local, state, or
provincial government may be liable instead of, or in addition to, the federal
authorities.
Under the theory of horizontal application that operates in some constitutional systems, private parties may also be held accountable for violation of
constitutional norms.83 Horizontal application of constitutional obligations is
useful in environmental litigation because liability may be easier to ascertain:
often, the private party’s action is more likely to be the direct cause of the environmental degradation than the government’s decision to authorize the private party’s action. Aside from liability, a court is more likely to award damages against a private defendant than against a government defendant, given
the likelihood that the latter is protected by principles of sovereign immunity84 and given prevalent separation of powers concerns.

Defining the State’s Obligation
In addition to protecting against acts of commission, such as operating a mine
in violation of the constitution or allowing a company to cut down the nation’s
timber resources, some constitutional systems impose affirmative obligations
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to protect the environment, and therefore seem to envision liability for some
acts of omission. The Dutch Constitution uses mandatory language. It states
that “[i]t shall be the concern of the authorities to keep the country habitable
and to protect and improve the environment.”85 Similarly, the Chilean court
has used the affirmative obligation in that country’s constitution to hold the
government liable for failure to protect,86 as has the Turkish court.87 The obligation to affirmatively protect the environment may also attach to nonstate
actors.88
Some courts have gone out of their way to enforce affirmative duties. For
example, the Philippine court has made clear that the State owes different levels of obligation: “a balanced and healthful ecology and health are mandated
as state policies by the Constitution itself, thereby highlighting their continuing importance and imposing upon the State a solemn obligation to preserve
the first and protect and advance the second. . . .”89 But of course, the greater
the obligation, the more difficult it will be for the court to enforce it, particularly against the government.

Defenses and Limitations
Most constitutional defenses and limitations apply similarly in environmental
and other constitutional litigation. State and non-state defendants may assert
the usual factual defenses (e.g., that they did not do what was complained of,
or that their actions or omissions did not cause the complained-of injury) and
legal defenses (e.g., that their actions or omissions did not violate any legal
duty imposed by the constitution). Legal objections may be particularly pertinent when the fundamental environmental right falls under a directive principle of state policy and is therefore formally judicially unenforceable, though
as we have seen, some courts have overcome this objection by finding that
the unenforceable environmental right appertains to another enforceable
right, such as the right to life or to health.
In most constitutional systems, however, environmental rights are not
absolute and may be limited or overcome in at least three situations, all of
which pertain equally to the enforcement of other constitutional rights. First,
they may be limited if the environmental right conflicts with another right,
such as the right to life or a nonderogable right like the right to dignity. Second, the environmental right is usually subject to a proportionality test; that
is, the right may be limited if the limitation is proportionate to the need.
Third, the right may resist vindication when it is not deemed an individual
right but an obligation on the state. In that situation, a court may order the
government to develop a plan for environmental protection, but will not find
that a remedy to the individual claimant is due. Thus, the question of remedies is central to the definition and enforcement of fundamental environmental rights.
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Remedial Challenges
The question of remedies comprises a complex web of issues because it goes
to the heart of the power and authority of the constitutional court. What authority does a court have to order a party to do something, and what power
does it have to enforce its order? Constitutional courts do not typically have
the power to ensure that an order will be implemented. While the force of law
stands behind a court when it seeks to enforce an order against a private
actor, a government actor within the executive branch may well control the
forces of law.
Thus, the question of remedies, their fashioning and their enforcement, is
in part a question of power: both the de jure power that a court actually has
that creates it and determines its authority, and the de facto power that a
court may be able to exercise, given the financial, political, and social or cultural constraints that in reality demarcate the scope of its authority. The legal
limitations to hear certain cases and fashion remedies may be written into the
constitution or other positive law or may be implicit.

Fashioning the Remedy
Once a court has determined that the plaintiff has standing, that the case is
otherwise justiciable, and that the defendant did violate a legal duty thereby
causing the injury of which the plaintiff complains, it may choose to order the
defendant to do or refrain from doing something. In contrast to common law
or even most other constitutional litigation, fashioning an environmental
rights remedy can be the most challenging part of the case, in part because
the simplest remedies are the least likely to be effective in fixing the problem.
A declaratory judgment merely announces a violation but imposes no obligation on the government or on any private party to take action to improve
the environmental situation. A writ may be similarly unavailing because, as
the Supreme Court of Nepal has said, “[f]or the purpose of mandamus, the
legal duty must be definite and fixed,”90 which is often not the case with environmental litigation.
Sometimes, an award of damages can be helpful, though affixing a monetary amount to environmental degradation or ongoing impairment to people’s
health is obviously extraordinarily difficult. In one Colombian case, where
toxic fumes emanated from an open pit, defendants were required “to remediate the site and to pay past and future medical expenses to those who became sick.”91 Alternatively, equitable relief may be appropriate where the
source of the environmental degradation is clear and the remedy is simply to
cease the offensive conduct. In all these cases, however, the remedies are
much easier for a court to say than to measure or enforce.
As we have seen, some courts may be willing to vindicate environmental
rights for the benefit of the community as a whole, future generations, or hu-
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manity in general. But other courts may be reluctant to favor the future generations at the expense of the specific individuals before them, or to protect
the abstract value of a clean environment over the immediate needs for sustenance or jobs for members of a poor community. Courts seeking to avoid
this intensively policy-based assessment have relied on principles of progressive realization to encourage governments to promote environmental and
other socioeconomic goals, without having to draw the fine lines themselves.
Some constitutions, such as South Africa’s, explicitly provide for the progressive realization of some rights92 while others leave it to the courts to make the
inference from the constitutional text or from international law. In a recent
case involving the right to water, the South African Constitutional Court explained that
it is clear that the right does not require the state upon demand to
provide every person with sufficient water without more; rather it requires the state to take reasonable legislative and other measures
progressively to realize the achievement of the right of access to sufficient water, within available resources.93
The court recognized that the right to progressive realization of a constitutional right does give rise to justiciable obligations by the state. The state
must formulate policies to promote the right, and “policies formulated by the
state will need to be reviewed and revised to ensure that the realization of social and economic rights is progressively achieved.”94 Thus, a litigant may always argue that the state has failed to develop a policy concerning the right,
or that the policy has not been adequately revised and updated, and has been
allowed to lie dormant. However, the court emphatically rejected the notion
that socioeconomic rights contain a particular “minimum core” that must be
respected or provided in the legislative plan.95
But, as we shall see, formulating the right to a healthy environment as a
right to the progressive realization of a healthy environment, without any minimum core, reduces the attractiveness to plaintiffs attempting to vindicate
such a right. The payoff is far less than might initially appear, as we discuss in
the next section regarding enforcement.

Enforcing the Remedy
When a court has made a decision to vindicate a fundamental environmental
right, it still needs to ensure that its remedy is enforceable and enforced. Here
the questions are who bears the obligation to comply with the order? And,
just as important, who is responsible for ensuring that the order is complied
with? If the order requires the parliament to develop a plan or to change the
law, who will ensure that it does so effectively and in a timely fashion? And furthermore, who will ensure that the government enforces the new law?
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It is usually up to the courts to ensure compliance with their orders. In
most cases, of course, parties will accept the court’s order and abide by it, if
for no other reason than to avoid contempt of court citations and the penalties that accompany them. However, the more costly the order in financial, political, or other terms, the more incentive there is to avoid compliance. This is
true as well when the court’s order is unusually complex or requires an ongoing commitment, which is more likely with environmental constitutional
claims. If the government is ordered to take future action, a court may need to
retain jurisdiction over the defendant on an ongoing basis.
This requires a continued commitment not only by the court but also by
the plaintiffs, or their successors, without any guarantee of success. In one
Indian case, the court recognized this ongoing obligation and expressly ordered that the plaintiff should be given liberty to apply to the court from time
to time for further direction, if necessary.96 But this is problematic because
continued vigilance on the part of plaintiffs privatizes the burden for securing
a public good. It requires the plaintiffs to ensure, on an open-ended basis, that
the government takes responsibility for the environmental violation and complies with the rule of law as mandated by the judicial branch. This requires
significant resources on the part of the original litigants and their lawyers.
As the Bangladeshi environmental protection organization, BELA, has said,
“winning a court case is only the first step.”97 In Nepal, however, the nongovernmental organization Pro Public “has adopted a comprehensive strategy
for obtaining compliance” with court orders,98 suggesting that ensuring enforcement of court orders is difficult, though not impossible, to do.
In sum, no single solution explains the lack of judicial engagement with
constitutional environmental rights provisions, even where litigants and their
attorneys are willing to try to vindicate them. In any given country, the reasons for the lack of receptivity may be procedural, structural, institutional, or
political. Courts are generally wary of new claims that had previously been
consigned to the political process, in part because these claims require specialized competence or resources that courts typically lack. In addition, vindicating environmental rights can have negative repercussions, from loss of
political station to death, for courts and litigants.99 The next section discusses
some avenues for overcoming these obstacles.

Pathways to Successful Constitutional
Environmental Litigation
Given all the hurdles discussed above, it is not surprising that there has been
so little successful constitutional environmental litigation. Perhaps what is
surprising is that courts have been willing to look beyond these obstacles and
grant relief at all. What follows is a brief summary of strategic choices that
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those seeking to vindicate constitutionally protected environmental rights
should consider.

Constitutional Culture
It is helpful if the constitutional culture, whether explicit or not, is conducive
to individual claims against government and/or private actors for violation of
fundamental environmental rights. This means that the constitution should
protect environmental rights and that courts should have the authority to vindicate them, either because they are explicitly guaranteed in a bill of rights,
or dependent on or derivative of some other explicitly protected right. This
may require an explicit constitutional right to a remedy100 or an accepted
practice of providing a remedy when a constitutional right has been violated.
If this is not made explicit in the constitutional text itself, this structure must
be in place at the constitutional, statutory, or common (or customary) law
level for environmental justice to be judicially enforced.

Enabling Constitutional Litigation
Plaintiffs who seek to bring environmental rights claims must ensure that they
have standing to bring the claim. Obviously, this is easier in constitutional
regimes that encourage public interest litigation through practice or under
special writs or jurisdictional rules. Once standing and other threshold matters have been established, the plaintiffs’ claims will be scrutinized. Ordinarily, the more specifically and narrowly the claim is drawn, the more likely a
court is to find it cognizable. This is true both in civil law and common law
systems. The chances of success will increase if the environmental right can
be buttressed by or hybridized with other constitutional claims (e.g., environmental claim plus dignity, life, health, housing, occupation). In the course
of the litigation, plaintiffs should also pay close attention to the burden of
proof. Often, if the plaintiff can make out a prima facie case that the government violated the constitutional right, the burden will shift to the government
to defend its action. This may significantly minimize for plaintiffs the cost and
difficulty of proving causation and damages.101
Moreover, seeking a remedy that is precisely and narrowly defined will
increase the likelihood that it will be adopted by the court and that it will be
followed by the government and subsequently enforced by the courts. Negative obligations that require the defendant to refrain from an action are more
likely to be complied with and enforced than affirmative obligations. Orders
that do not require excessive government expenditures are more likely to be
issued by a court because they are more likely to be complied with by the
government. Conversely, orders that require extensive ongoing judicial oversight are less attractive to courts because they involve greater judicial resources and expose the court to greater criticism from the government and
the public.
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Nonetheless, in some countries, plaintiffs have successfully secured
novel and creative remedial orders from courts. In M. C. Mehta v. Union of
India, for example, the court ordered curricular reform to include environmental education and ordered the showing of programs on television and
radio to educate the public about environmental issues as a condition of cinema license.102 In another Indian case,
the Court set a deadline for the closure of polluting tanneries, imposed a deposit fee on the price of the land, ordered the State Government to set up a unified single agency consisting of all departments concerned to act as a nodal agency, directed the State
Government to appoint an authority to assess the ecological loss to
the region and asked the same to frame scheme in consultation with
[others] for reversing the ecological loss.103
Litigants should encourage courts to develop creative solutions to the multifaceted problem of environmental protection.

Tolerance of Judicial Reform
In some countries, the judicial system and culture may not be receptive to fundamental environmental rights. In these countries, it may be worth the effort
to lobby for specialized courts to deal with environmental litigation, including
both fundamental environmental rights litigation and litigation based on climate change. Specialized courts could develop unique standing and evidentiary rules to facilitate the investigation of environmental claims. They would
be staffed by experts in the various aspects of environmental litigation, such
as the health effects, the biological and chemical implications of government
or private action to the environment, or the economic effects of enhancing environmental regulation. With added expertise, the courts would benefit from
increased social legitimacy, and would thereby have the power to issue
broader, more creative orders to remedy environmental violations. This in
turn would help avoid the problem articulated by Justice Feliciano, concurring in Minors Oposa:
[T]he result will be, it is respectfully submitted, to propel courts into
the uncharted ocean of social and economic policy making. At least
in respect of the vast area of environmental protection and management, our courts have no claim to special technical competence and
experience and professional qualification. Where no specific, operable norms and standards are shown to exist, then the policy making
departments—the legislative and executive departments—must be
given a real and effective opportunity to fashion and promulgate
those norms and standards, and to implement them before the
courts should intervene.104
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The observation is largely true, and promoters of constitutional environmental rights should be prepared to respond to it.

Conclusion
Given the complexity of environmental litigation—the necessary involvement
of all branches of government as well as a multiplicity of private and public
actors—it is obvious that the judiciary plays a necessary, but not sufficient,
role in the vindication of fundamental environmental rights. Yet judicial receptivity to fundamental environmental rights provisions seems to belie predictable patterns. Nonetheless, there are lessons to be learned. Litigation of
fundamental environmental rights is useful when the causation is clear and
the injury is remediable by a simple order that does not require extraordinary
measures for enforcement. But when the claims are broader, one may legitimately ask whether litigation is the most effective vehicle for improving the
environment. Litigation in these kinds of situations may not only distort the
injury that is being experienced, but may also put courts in the untenable position of trying to fix a wrong they have no capacity to fix. Ultimately, the problem is that litigation over fundamental environmental rights requires courts to
treat a public injury as if it were a private wrong.
And yet, to move the issue of environmental protection to the fore, the
best course may have to be litigation. Even in the more complex, multifaceted,
and politically sensitive situations, where judicial enforcement requires the
conversion of a public injury into a private wrong, constitutional litigation can
be salutary. The restrictions on authority and legitimacy that courts contend
with may not enable them to protect the environment on their own, but they
are nonetheless able to participate in setting the terms of the social and political debate on a particular issue. However, much about adjudicating explicit
constitutional environmental rights remains to be developed.

CASE STUDY

Protecting Manila Bay—To Show to the World,
and to All and Sundry
Manila Bay, located in southwest Luzon in the Philippines, is a natural
wonder. Its 693,983 square miles contain some of the greatest biodiversity
in Southeast Asia. If ever an area could be described as “teeming” with
marine and terrestrial life, it is Manila Bay.
The area has a rich strategic history. It is where the U.S. Navy, led by
Commodore George Dewey, landed and fought in the siege of Manila at the
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outset of the Spanish American War in 1898.105 Japanese forces occupied
the Philippines after prevailing in a fierce battle with U.S. and Filipino
forces at the beginning of World War II. By the end of the war in 1945,
nearly all of Manila lay in ruins.106 Thirty years later, Francis Ford Coppola
used the bay and its environs for staging his epic movie Apocalypse Now.107
Given its natural beauty, tropical climate, and strategic location,
Manila Bay is also teeming with humans. Twenty million people live in
metropolitan Manila. Indeed, Manila City is the most densely populated
city in the world, with 43,079 people per square kilometer. Manila Bay’s
190 kilometers of coastline also boast significant industrial, commercial,
and residential development and extensive international portage.108
Understandably, then, Manila Bay is also teeming with pollution from
farms, factories, urban runoff, combined sewer overflow, landfills, watercraft, cars, tankers, and trucks—you name it—coupled with poor municipal waste planning, poor plumbing, and unlawful or haphazard waste
dumping along the bay’s tributaries. Most of it ends up in Manila Bay, exceeding the carrying capacity of the ecological system to withstand, rebound, and recover.
In 1999, a group of fourteen young Filipinos—sub nom. Concerned
Residents of Manila Bay—filed a lawsuit against ten executive departments and agencies for neglecting to protect Manila Bay for the benefit of
future generations. As discussed in this chapter, the plaintiffs alleged that
they had a constitutional guarantee to a quality environment. In Metropolitan Manila Development Authority v. Concerned Residents of Manila Bay,
the Philippine Supreme Court upheld the lower court’s decisions to grant
the citizen’s request to enjoin the government from issuing any further
permits to pollute Manila Bay.109 Writing for the court, Justice Presbitero J.
Velasco reasoned:
Even assuming the absence of a categorical legal provision
specifically prodding petitioners to clean up the bay, they and
the men and women representing them cannot escape their obligation to future generations of Filipinos to keep the waters of
the Manila Bay clean and clear as humanly as possible. Anything
less would be a betrayal of the trust reposed in them.110
In an astounding decision, the court ordered the government to engage in pollution prevention, control, and protection; to prosecute and
punish violations; and to rehabilitate and restore the bay—all under
threat of contempt of court.111 The court’s directives were impressively
specific and included a wide range of instructions. Among these were
deadlines for agencies to regulate waste treatment facilities, for school
districts to educate schoolchildren about environmental protection, and
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for the government to set aside adequate funds for cleanup.112 The court
also exercised continuing jurisdiction, ordering government officials to
inform the court about their progress on a quarterly basis,113 progress to
be confirmed by a court-established advisory committee.114
Justice Velasco equates this decision to the civil rights and personal
liberties decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court during the Warren era, and
maintains that the court has not engaged in what some might call “judicial activism”: “Surely, it is not judicial activism when courts carry out
their constitutionally assigned function of judicial review and in the
process enjoin those charged with implementing a law to do so.”115 He
notes that many governmental employees welcomed the opportunity to
perform their regulatory duties without being hampered by lower court
injunctions previously issued.116
More than one year on, President Arroyo’s administration says that
it intends to follow the court’s orders: “The Supreme Court has already
ruled regarding this matter, so we urge all agencies involved to comply
with the order.”117 Nonetheless, compliance has come slowly and deliberately. The Concerned Residents’ attorney, Tony Oposa—the same lawyer
who brought the Minors Oposa case discussed above—has recently urged
the Philippine Supreme Court to cite government officials for contempt:
“To show to the world, and to all and sundry, that the Honorable Court is
truly committed, it must wield, if necessary its powers of enforcement by
citing the heads of these noncompliant government agencies in contempt
of court.”118 No truer statement could be made about the prospects of constitutionally embedded environmental rights provisions around the globe.
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